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About This Game

EggTime 2 is a sequel to award winning Egg Time, it made it's way to TOP 250 best VR games on Steam.
Catch eggs, defuse bombs, and other crazy stuff using special powerups like variation of bullet time to catch even the most hard

to catch eggs. Sounds familiar ?
Get ready to face new challanges with arsenal of many upgraded functions and features known from previous game.

There are 7 levels, each with new scenery and increasing difficulty.

Those who have the courage and think they have time to spare can explore levels in pursuit of golden chicks.

The game was developed from ground up for the best VR user experience in mind.

All major VR headsets and controllers are supported !
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Title: EggTime 2
Genre: Action, Casual, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Bartoš Studio
Publisher:
Bartoš Studio
Release Date: 7 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64bit

Processor: Intel i5-4690S or similar AMD CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GTX 980 or AMD R9 FURY

DirectX: Version 12

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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egg timer 25 minutes. egg timer 2 hours. egg timer 2. 2 minute egg timer. egg timer 22 minutes. egg time 2 vr. egg timer 27
minutes. 2 egg timer problem. egg timer 28 minutes. egg timer 20 minutes. eggtimer 20min. egg timer 2 minutes

Straight forward and simple game that stays true to it's name.

Pros:
Variety of machines and tools for construction and demolition.
Variety of contracts dealing with small and large projects.
Open world environment gives the feel of projects having meaning.

Cons:
Some corners have been cut in the open world, but where it needs to have the mechanics it absolutely does.

Do you get one Hour of gameplay per $6 paid?: Yes, even at full price

Ease of 100%: No steam achivements, but game tracks progress of contracts, hat collectables, properties bought, and scrap
metal collected and sold. Fairly easy to get done.
(100% Being all achievements, Unlocks, Upgrades, Ect.). Experience that one scene in Family Guy about how Bertram was
conceived.. Cute little interactive book.. Movie DLC, that's a thing. No sir, didnt care for it, especially not for that price
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After playing a while and testing and trying to get into this game, the basic idea and level design is nice and definitely worth a
look.
But there are so many annoying beginner developer flaws - and not sure if they are going to be fixed soon.
Those flaws make this game entirely annoying and completely unfair.
I love challenging games, but this one here feels wobbly and has quite imprecise controls. Especially a game where you need to
be in absoutely full control of your perfect double jumps and reactions. I play with a Razer Wildcat and never had any problem
with other platformers (except the bad designed ones).
Not with this game: Double Jumps are 100% random - and when your first jump turns out to be accidentally "double" and you
jump into dangerous vines this is simply not fun.
These frustrating experiences have a really bad taste. If I manage to finish a level it's not like I think I played good - but just had
some luck in a series when the controls did not suck that much.
It's more like a relief to hope when this game finally ends since I paid for it and did not want to quit quite early.
Then another thing: this is obviously not a Rogue-like game, because it has several checkpoints. Why the hell you need to start
from the beginning of the entire level when you exit and restart the game? I mean if I need to leave and want to come back at a
later time
I don't intend to play the entire level, but eventually just the boss where I stopped at the SAVE-mark.
So the solution would be to pause the game, don't shut down computer and play the next day? Don't tell me this is intended. All
those things made me stop this game at Behemoth-boss. I will surely never continue and delete it.
That's why I would not recommend. Too many great games here on Steam to bother with something like that.
. I follow you ! i follow you !. I've never thought that metal can be so cute. <3
10/10. Combined with the Roma Sur♥♥♥♥♥♥ MOD, it makes for a perfect TW experience.. This game is far from perfect
and yet I do recommend it. Even better with a discount.

The game has 40 puzzles where several 3D shapes are intertwined and your object is to move them along the 3 axis in order to
"release" them. The shapes have all the same texture but each time you pick one it changes colour so you can identify its relation
to other shape.

The puzzles are not too hard not too easy and they should keep you busy for a little while. I have played one game with the same
concept but the puzzles were designed quite differently so I enjoyed this one.

Problems:

1. The controls are not intuitive at first. There's a screen marked as a tutorial but it disappears too quick and, at least for me,
some of the controls did not work as referenced in the screen.
In short, you can change point of view with the mouse. You pick a shape clicking on it and move it with the ASWD keys. The
keys act according to point of view you have. If the direction you want to move the object is not well aligned horizontally or
vertically, the shape will move slowly or not at all.
For me this was not a huge deal because I got used to it.

2. No puzzle browser. No way to skip puzzles or go back to a previous one.

3. Short. It took me 2 hours to solve all the 40 puzzles.. I didn't play this game for long because I couldn't bring myself to do it,
the controls were just too unresponsive.

Pros:
-Interesting graphics
-Decent sound
-Good use of particles

Cons:
-0.1s-1s delay when using a control
-Story isn't presented very well in the beginning
-Weird inventory system
-No camera angle adjuster
-Stupid tutorial segment where all you do is read signs
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Going to return this game, I might buy it again if they fix the unresponsive controls because it's honestly game breaking and
annoying, it's like playing with 15fps when you actually have a locked 60.. This mod is amazing. I love Company of Heroes
franchise and this mod is just amazing. There's new voice acting, new units and new game mode in general. It's sad that in time
of this review there are only 2 factions - BEF and German. However, they're quite balanced, which is great considering that in
CoH original I found axis a bit OP. The british expeditionary force has this new gamestyle - you can build three forward bases
in map and use them to reinforce your troops and build infantry sections and royal engineers. Brits also have more units, but you
have to build a bit more buildings than germans and that way you spend a bit more resources on trying to unlock new units. But
on the other hand, you don't need to buy a lot of upgrades, which are the main thing in German faction. The German faction
doesn't have as much units or buildings as Brits, but (as said before) much more heavily rely on upgrades. Their units are also a
bit more costly. However, those units (more specificly later ones) outclass the british units as british units are pretty much the
same for most of the game (mostly foot troops). The unit combat is a bit more realistic than in original CoH, because the troops
aren't so bulletproof and they're easily killed by better covered troops, MGs actually kill quicker than suppress, because that's
how it usualy is.

So all in all, this is amazing mod and I recomend it to everyone who owns CoH. I give it 9/10 due to only being 2 factions.. the
more you play it the more you gonna like it
i love this game
bit hard to play in the beginning ...once you know how to play it becomes more easy to play
if you like shooters ...this one you must have

.

Indirect Ant Simulator

Upgrades

Different Types of Ants to Control

Super Repetitive
All in all, if you're not a person that doesn't like repetitive games, then this is definitely not for you. It's a really
classic, relaxing game with relaxed graphics and gameplay, and it's a pretty good steal, because I bought it
during an 83% off promotion sale, so it was only $0.50.. When I first played this game (note: the exile verison,
not avernum or the remastered), I was quite young and due to one circumstance or another, I never got to play it
in its entirety. Fast forward to now, years on, I had long lost forgotten the title of the game and every so often I
had remembered the interesting isometric, turn-based game that had filled my childhood with wonders.

And then about a week ago, I found it. It was in my cart faster than you can say Avernum.

This game is clearly not a game about graphics. If you are big on story driven games, there's a chance you'll
enjoy this one. The controls aren't the most intuitive, and the game feels like it's from the 90s however in my
opinion, that's just part of the charm. Though of course, I could be biased because I've been playing the game
nonstop since I bought it a week ago.

For me, it's mostly the feeling of fulfilment and satisfaction I've gotten out of following the story, making some
hard choices (since there are a few to make - questing is quite intricate in some cases) and deciding what kind of
path I want my characters to take. You can choose a standard party of four - a warrior, dex class, healer and
mage.. or you can be a badass and play with four priests. In the end you can build your character however you
like, which is something I really enjoyed playing around with.

It's a must play if you're into oldschool rpgs.
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